
ON SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS

BY

JAMES M. HORNER

In [1] solutions were obtained for certain second order linear differential

equations with polynomial coefficients in terms of generalized Rodrigues' formulas

and iterated indefinite integrals. The purpose of this paper is to apply these results

to the Bessel equation. Since the results of [1] are soon to be published [2], only

special cases which apply directly to the present situation will be discussed here

(see also [3]).

For the present situation it suffices to consider the differential equation

(1) zy" + (az + 2m)y' + amy = 0,

where z is a complex variable, a ^ 0 is a complex constant, and m is an integer.

Theorem 1. If m is a positive integer then (I) is satisfied by

(2) y^ = ^r^m^}

and

(3) ya(2) = j£L{z-e- J>-V'di},

where z0 is any point (finite or infinite) for which the indicated integration and

differentiation is possible.

Proof. First note that since the integrand in (3) is holomorphic in the finite plane

the path of integration is arbitrary. Theorem 1 follows from differentiating m

times the first order equation

(4) zw' + (az + m)w = kzm~l

and the particular solutions

wy(z) = z-me~az,     w2(z) = z-me~az   f i2m-V dt

J za

corresponding respectively to k = 0 and k = 1.

Theorem 2. If m is a nonpositive integer then every solution y(z) of (I) has the

property
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(5) /-m+1> = cz-me-02

for some constant c.

Proof. Differentiation of (1) - m times shows that j;<_ra+1> satisfies (4) when

fe = 0.
Many interesting results can be obtained by applying the preceding theorems

to a transformed Bessel equation. Throughout the following discussion n indicates

a nonnegative integer, and all nonintegral powers of complex numbers are assumed

to have principal values with arguments 6 taken in 0 :£ 0 < 2n.

In the Bessel equation

(6) zV + zu' + [z2-(« + 1/2)2]m=0,

let

(7) u = zn+1/2eizv(z).

This gives

(8) zv" + [2iz + 2(n + l)]v' + 2i(n + l)v = 0.

If, instead of (7), the transformation is

(9) u = z-"~ll2eizw(z),

the resulting differential equation is

(10) zw" + [2/z - 2n]w' - 2inw = 0.

Both (8) and (10) are of the form (1) so that Theorems 1 and 2 give the fol-

lowing result immediately.

Theorem 3. TZie Bessel equation (6) is satisfied by

(11) Ml(z)= e-V^-J-iz — V2*},
dz"

(12) m2(z) = eV+1/2¿ íz-'-1«-2" fVVdí] ,

(13) u3(z)= eV+1/2^¡¡{z-"-1e-2''z  f  t2ne2"dt\,

and every solution u(z) of (6) has the property that for some constant c

dz"-*
(14) ?—{z"+1<2e-*u(z)} = cz"e-2:\

In (12) and (13) the path of integration is arbitrary.
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It is well known (e.g. [4]) that two linearly independent solutions of (7) are

Jn+i/2(z) and J_„_y,2(z), where

r = 0 r!r(u + r+l)

Theorem 4.

(i6) j-*^~M)jk?*')-
Proof. From (12),

u2(z) = [z"+1'2 + o(z"+l'2)]£f{lz^-1 + o(z-"-1)-]

•[z2n+1/(2n + l) + o(z2n+1)]}

= [z"+1'2 + oizn+^2)-]£¡[znli2n + 1) + o(z")]

So

= n!zn+1/2/(2n + l) + o(z"+1/2).

limz-n"1/2M2(z) = n!/(2n + l).
z->0

Then u2iz) is well defined at z = 0 and satisfies (6) so there is a constant ^4 such that

u2(z) = AJn+x/2(z). Multiplying both members of this equality by z~"~1/2and

letting z-»0 gives, with the aid of (15), n!/(2n + 1) = ,42~n-1/2/r(n + 3/2).

So A = n!2n_1/2 T(n + 1/2) and (16) follows by using the duplication formula for

the gamma function.

Theorem 5.

(17) J_„_1/2(z)-(-l)"+^27„+1/2(z) = J(iy-u¿z) .

Proof. From (11),

ux(z)= e-V+1/2^{z-"-1 + 0(z--1)}

= e'V+1/2[( - l)"(2n)! z-2"-1/«! + "(z"2""1)]

= ( - l)"(2n)! z~"_1/2/n! + oiz^112).

So

limzn+1/2M1(z) = (-l)n(2n)!/n!.
r-»0
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Since ux(z) satisfies (6) there exist constants A and B such that

ux(z) = AJn+x/2(z) + BJ_n_x/2(z).

Multiplying both members of this equality by zn+1/2 and letting z->0 gives

( - 1)"(2«)!/«! = B2"+1/2/T(l/2 - n). Using the relation r(z)r(l -z) = n csc nz

and the duplication formula for the gamma function gives B = 2"s/(k/2),  so

(18) ux(z) = AJn+xl2(z) + y ( "j ) 2V_„_1/2(z)

To evaluate A multiply both members of (18) by z   "    '   and then equate

¡2constant terms in the Laurent series. Since z   "  1/2J_„_1/2(z) is an odd function

there is no constant term in its Laurent series. Also

z--l/2Jn+x/2(z) = 2-"-1/2/T(« + 3/2) + o(l)

so using the right member of (18), the constant term in the Laurent series for

z~u~mui(z) is ^2-"_1/2/r(« + 3/2). Using (11),

1/2 ,,£   (-2iV(2«-/)!(-l)V-2"-1
2    Mi(z)=e,?,-m^iv.-

+ glz^   (-2¡y+"+iz^-"

j~n (j-n)\(j + n +1)1 ■

The second term on the right has only one constant term while the first term has

constants for each term in the series for e'z having powers of z from n +1 to 2« +1

inclusively. Removing these constants and equating to the result obtained using

the right member of (18) gives

A2~"~ll2= y K - 2V_     i(-l)"+122"+1«!

T(« + 3/2)      "o j \(n-j)\ (2n- j + 1) (2« + 1) !

¿(_1)B+i22„+i¿22n+1    f° i(
= -^—r- xn(l + x)n dx+ ±

n!     J-i/2-1/2   v        ' (2n + l)!

Now in the integral put x = - sin2(u/2), 0 g u g n/2. Then

A2-n-m (_1)n+l/2p/2 (_1)n+l/222B+lw!
„.       - .., = - (sin u)2n+1 du --^-TT-,-
T(« + 3/2) n!        Jo (2« + l)!

_ V(7t)( - 1)"+1/2 ( - l)"+1/222n+1« !

2T(« + 3/2) (2« + l)!

Thus

,_,     w+i/t f V(«) 22"+1r(« + l)r(« + 3/2)
a-(-¿)      [~2 r(2« + 2)
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and, applying the duplication formula for the gamma function,

A= -i-l)n+1,22nyjinl2).

Substitution of this result into (18) completes the proof.

Theorem 6.

(19) Jn+1/2(z)-(-Dn+1/V_n_1/2(z)   =y( Ajg^f/Z).

Proof. Since the path of integration is arbitrary in (12) and (13) it is evident that

(20) u3(z) = u2(z) + ux(z)   f    t2ne2l,dt.
Jico

But
í» 0 /.oo

'"duf    t2ne2t,dt = i(-l)"+1 T u2ne-2\
Jico Jo

=   -(-l)n+1/22-2"_1(2n)!.

When this result along with (16) and (17) is substituted into (20) the conclusion is

immediate.

Since Ju( - z) = ( - l)"J„(z), (17) and (19) can be written in the following form.

Corollary.

(21) J-n-m(z) - Jn+l/2( - z) = J[l} 2-Uyiz),

(22) /„+i/2(z) + J_„_1/2(-z) = 7(|)g"3(Z).

The result of Theorem 5 is sufficient to give the following  Rodrigues type

formulas for spherical Bessel functions.

Theorem 7.

(23>   wz) ^{^{(^r^-2^}^,

<24>    '-- /*W(=)£((sTa cos(z-2a)L,

Proof. Both J_n_1/2(z) and J„+y/2iz) are real for real positive z, so suppose

z = x is real and positive and equate real and imaginary parts in (17). This gives

(23) and (24) for z = x. Since z1/2 JB+1/2(z) is holomorphic for all z and

z1/2J_„_1/2(z)isholomorphic except at z = 0 the identity principle for holomor-

phic functions [5] assures the validity of (23) and (24) for all z exceptz = 0

in (24).
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Theorem 8.

(25)   we*)=y(§)^íz¿{.-/>-«)2v- *},

(26) J„+,/2(z)cos wz = J(^ ) Ä -J {z" £ (1 - u)2" cos (1 + w - 2u)z duj,

(27) WZ)sinwz=y(^)|^ ¿{z»jV")2"sin(l + vv-2t0zdM) .

Proof. To obtain (25) combine (16) and (12) and put t= (1 — u)z in the integral.

Suppose then that z and w are real and positive, multiply (25) by e:wz and equate

real and imaginary parts. This gives (26) and (27) for real positive z and w. Repeated

application of the identity principle gives (26) and (27) for all complex z and w.

Some interesting integral identities can be obtained from (25)-(27) by

multiplying both members of each equation by z~"~1/2 and appealing to Cauchy's

formula for repeated integrals, viz.

(28) £ J"- j'fit) (dt)p+ * = 1 j* (z - i)7(0 dt

_P+1      /•!

7       (1 - u)Of(uz) du.
■  Jo

zp+1

p

For example, (25) and (28) yield, for n ^ 1,

j\l - u)"-1e-i"z(uz)-n-1/2 J„+Xl2(uz)du

Comparable results follow from (26) and (27).

The results obtained thus far are all dependent on (11)—(13) in Theorem 3.

Numerous other interesting identities follow from (14).

Theorem 8.

<*>    ^{z-'v*Wz)}= y( £)«.-*■.

(30) g^j {zn+1/2coszJn+1/2(z)} = y (-|)(2z)"cos2z,

(31) ^1 {z"+1/2sinz JB+1/2(z)} = y(-|) (2z)"sin2z.
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Proof. To obtain (29) put u(z) = Jn + 1/2iz) in (14) and equate coefficients of z".

This gives

_„ dn+1   ( (z2/2)n+1/2 | (2n + 1)! 2_n",/2
c = z

dz»+M F(n + 3/2) j n!r(n + 3/2)
-ä^

(2z)n+1'2   f1
(33)       Jn+y/2(z)coswz = ?=-fr-■       i"(l - i)"cos(l + w - 2i)z dt,

J(n)n\    J0

and verifies (29). If z is real, (30) and (31) follow from (29) by equating real and

imaginary parts. Their validity for all complex z follows from the identity principle.

Corollary.

(2zV+1/Vz   rl
(32) jn+1/2(z) = K¿z)     e      f(i-tye-2"' dt,

VW"!       Jo

\n+l/2     /• 1

(2z)n+1/2 r1
(34)       Jn+ yl2(z)sin wz = ±-f-■       i"(l - i)"sin(l + w - 2t)z dt.

sl(n)n\    Jo

Proof. To obtain (32) apply (28) to (29). For real w and z multiply (32) by

e'wz and equate real and imaginary parts. This gives (33) and (34) for real z and w

and, as in previous proofs, the identity principle assures their validity for all

complex z and w

Theorem 9.

^ Çri {V+1'V^„_1/2(z)} =-iJ^)i-2zTe-2'z,

(36) ~ {z" + 1/2cosz J_„_1/2(z)} = - y(!)(-2z)"sin2z,

(37) ~-t {z"+1/2sinz J_„_1/2(z)}   = y^)(-2z)"cos2z.

Proof. To obtain (35) put w(z) = J_„_1/2(z) in (14) and equate coefficients of

z". This gives

_„ dn+1    ¿       2B+1/2( - l)r(z/2)2r( - iz)2B+1_2r
c = z     ,    , .   z<

dz»+i   ~0     r! T(r + 1 - n - l/2)(2n + 1 - 2r)! *

Performing the differentiation and using the relation

T(r - n + l/2)r(n - r + 1/2) = 7t( - 1/""

yields

/   (2n + l)!    +1/2   A        (-i)T(n-r + l/2)2-2f

n n! , = o   r!(2n-2r+l)r(2n-2r+l)"
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The gamma duplication formula puts the sum in a recognizable form

--y(4)^/>-»-^<-'>",2"'"'A
and (35) is verified. (36) and (37) follow by taking z real in (35), equating real and

imaginary parts, and using the identity principle.

Identities corresponding to (32)-(34) do not follow from (35)-(37) by applying

(28) since in the multiple integral the left members of (35)-(37) do not vanish at

the lower limit after each integration. However, (30) and (31) with (36) and (37)

give the following result.

Theorem 10.

(38) zn+1/2{sinz Jn+x/2(z) + ( - l)"cosz J_„_1/2(z)}  = F„(z),

(39) zn+1/2{coszJB+1/2(z)-(-l)"sinzJ_n_1/2(z)}  = Gn(z),

where Fn(z) and Gn(z) are polynomials of degree :£«. Furthermore Fn(z) = F„( — z),

Gn(z)= - Gn( - z),Fn(0) = 2"+1/2 T(« + 1/2)/jt and F„(z) and Gn(z) have real

coefficients.

Proof. (38) follows immediately from (31) and (36) as does (39) from (30) and

(37). Using (15) it is obvious that F„(z) is even and Gn(z) is odd. Also

F„(0) = lim(- l)V+1/2J_),_1/2(z) = (- l)n2"+1/2/r(l/2 - «)
z-»0

= 2"+1/2 rin+ 1/2)1«.

Since the left members of (38) and (39) are sums and products of series with real

coefficients then F„(z) and G„(z) have real coefficients.

From (38) and (39) the following results are immediately evident.

Corollary.

(40) cos z F„(z) - sin z G„(z) = ( - 1)V+1/2J_n_ m(z),

(41) sin z F„(z) + cos z G„(z) = z"+1/2 Jn+x/2(z),

(42) Fn2(z) + G2(z) = z2"+1 {J2_„_ 1/2(z) + J2+ 1/2(z)}.

The two results (12) and (13) of Theorem 3 provide some interesting relations

between spherical Bessel functions and Prym's functions [5],

(43) P(z,w) =   f e~'tw-1 dt;      Re w > 0,

(44) Q(z,w) =   I   e-V1   dt.
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In both (43) and (44), z + j z | ^ 0. In (43) the path of integation is any path lying

in the region z + | z | ^ 0, while in (44) the path of integration is any path con-

necting z and 1 and lying in the region z + | z | ^ 0 followed by the real integral

along the infinite ray from 1 to + co. When w — 1 is a positive integer the re-

striction z + j z | # 0 can be removed. Also [5] Q(z, w) is an integral function of

w and holomorphic as regards z when z + | z | ^ 0 (or for all z if w — 1 is a positive

integer) and

(45) z-wezQ(z,w) = e_z'(l + 0W_1 dt ;     Re z > 0.

Theorem 11.

m ^(frwM!W(4)S£fr-^**»-
Proof. Combine (12) and (16), put t = iv/2 in the integral, and then put z = iw/2

and simplify. This gives (46) with z replaced by w.

Theorem 12.

e*P(z,2« + 1)

(47) -«(*)"" í'«-o-'-"'^- (*) dt.

Proof. Apply (28) to (46). Since z~""~lezP(z,2M + 1) = z"/(2w + 1) + o(z") the

right member of (46) vanishes at the lower limit after each integration.

The remaining results are concerned with the Bessel polynomials ,y„(z), [6],

where

(48) yn(jr) =  (f)1/2eir['""-Vn+1/2(r) + i"J_n_1/2(r)]

or, by some manipulation,

(49) y. (1) = i" (f )1/2e'TJ_n_1/2(r) -( - l)n+1/2J„+1/2(r)].

Then from (17),

)U^)=<V'V'2-"«1(r).

Using (11) and putting r = — iz gives

Theorem 13.

(50) ^H-ty^'j?**1'-**-
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Theorem 14.

where the integral goes to oo along the real positive axis.

Proof. From the relation J„( - z) = ( - l)"/u(z) and (19), (49) yields

y^'-^^^i-ry

Using (13) an putting r = — iz gives, after simplification,

m       (2z)"+1  d" [      t 2z rb 2 2it    \
yAz) = l-(2n)Tdï\z     e L* e   dt)-

Now put i = iu in the integral and (51) follows.

Theorem 15.

(52) *(*) » W^ ^{'-I'«».2- + I)}-

Proof. Put i = m/2 in (51) and then replace z by 2z. Using (45), (52) takes the

following alternate form.

Corollary. // Re z > 0

In conclusion notice that from among the above results several unusual identities

for tan wz or tan2z can be obtained. For example divide (27) or (34) by either (26)

or (33) and divide (31) or (36) by either (30) or (37).
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